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the game's story features many characters and events from the original grand theft auto: vice city, with only minor changes to the plot. the most significant change
from the original is that in this game, the gta vice city stories pc edition save game 15 main character is named michael, not tommy. grand theft auto: vice city
stories takes place in 1986, the year before the original grand theft auto: vice city took place. the story begins with the player assuming the role of michael, who is
traveling around the caribbean, from his home in viceport to the beach towns of sunny vice, finishing the story in liberty city. in many ways, grand theft auto: vice city
stories is a reboot of the series, in that it recasts the entire vice city setting, the character of tommy vercetti, and the plot of the series. whereas in the first game, the
player assumed the role of a newcomer to vice city, in vice city stories the player takes on the role of the last remaining member of the vercetti crime family. the
characters have a similar appearance to the ones in the original grand theft auto: vice city, but are given a more middle-aged appearance. the game is set in the
same universe as the grand theft auto series, as the protagonist is introduced as a former member of the vercetti crime family. unlike the other games in the series,
which are set in a fictional liberty city, the protagonist of vice city stories travels through a version of the city, called vice city, set in the same year, 1986. the game
also introduces a drug dealing mechanic, in which the player can sell drugs, while at the same time getting a higher score for each drug sold. the player is given a
quest, to which the player must go out into the city to find the "secret" location of a drug lord, and get the money to pay for the drugs that the player is selling.
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later that day, however, the mendez brothers' lawyer, vince falcone, and matty discover that the mendez brothers are about to be released from prison. vince wants
to kill the mendez brothers so that the streetwannabe gang can take over vice city, but matty and trevor manage to avoid this. like the original game, the ps2 version
of vice city stories has a web browser, similar to the one in gta: san andreas. this allows the player to play mini-games or download content from the internet. some
people have also used the web browser to download cheats. the game's single-player story is set in 1984, seven years after the events of grand theft auto: vice city,
in 1984 vice city. some of the storyline is taken directly from the two-part episode of the show, "brother's keeper" (one of the first episodes produced) which involved
two brothers (one of whom is tommy vercetti) who both work for a cartel. the story begins with tommy vercetti having recently arrived in vice city from liberty city,
after leaving the mob and establishing a narcotics business. he is now the target of the local mafia, but has already been visited by a former colleague, "big smoke"

(who is known to be the closest ally of the mob). when a local celebrity (who is friends with tommy's old mob boss) gets kidnapped, tommy and his friend george dive
into the case, and find that the two brothers they worked for are the ones responsible for the kidnapping. after confronting the brothers in person, and finding out that

they are indeed the ones behind the kidnapping, tommy calls big smoke, and it is revealed that big smoke is working for the mob, and that the mob kidnapped the
celebrity in order to obtain tommy's mob contacts. now that big smoke is in tommy's debt, he agrees to get tommy out of the city. when they leave, big smoke

assures tommy that they will meet again, and that he is in tommy's corner, which he is not. 5ec8ef588b
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